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WELCOME
FRESHMEN

THE TEACOLA

JOIN THE CALHOUNS
OR MORGANS

A Student Publication, Jacksonville State Teachers College
JACKSONVILLE, ALABAMA, TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1939

VOLUMEV

CAA School To _Be Registration
Located At J'v1Ue
Flight Training To
Get Underway
October 1st.

Director

NUMBER 1

Shows Increase
Mr. A. C. Shelton
Releases Facts
On Enrollment

College President

Jacksonville One Of Six
Schools To Receive Unit Of
This Type In State

Jacksonvllle State Teachers College will become the center for Vocational Training, for this area, beginning October, 1st. A limited
number of young men will be given an opportunity to earn a private pilot's license, under the auspices of the Civil Aeronautics Authority. Training will be given to
thoi;e qualifying on the local field,
with special training at the Municipal Airport, in Anniston.
Applicants for this flight training must be between the ages of
18 and 25 on September 1, 1939, and
it is desirable that they should have
completed, at least, one year of
college work. These applicants
must pass a thorough medical examination given by Government
physicians. Some of the outstanding physical requirements are that
the applicant be at least 64 inches
tall, bot should not exceed 78 inches; the weight should correspond
to height with the minimum set at
115 pounds; eyes must be 20-20
without corrections, and general
health must be good.
Dr. C. R. Wood, director of the
Vocational Flight Training School,
has designated that only those students having good records will be
accepted. The flight training will
start October 1, therefore, those
wishing to make application are
urged to do so immediately. Application blanks may be had at the
dean's office.
Jacksonville's air school is one of
six now being established in .the
state. The students here will now
be able to get training in one of
the most advanced fields of science,
that of aviation, which heretofore
has been offered only in the largest universities and more specialized schools.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority,
which approved the application of
the Jacksonville Unit, is a bureau
of the government endowed with
funds to establish training units in
the colleges and universities of the
United States, for the advancement
of aeronautical engineerihg and
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DR. C. R. WOOD
Appointment of Dr. Wood as director of the Civil Aeronautical
Unit at the State Teachers College
was announced last week by Dr.
C. W. Daugette, president.
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Work Progressing
On New College U1tit
The work on the new college
unit at the State Teachers College,
is progressing rapidly and satisfactorily under the direction of Woodie F. Farrell, supervisor of construction. This $40,000 improvement will add much to the convenience of the school both from a
standpoint of facilitating teaching
and as a convenience to students.
0
Mr. Farrell is an adept in wood
work, having been supervisor, and
in many instances designer, of
some of the most outstanding buildings in this and adjoining counties.
In Anniston and throughout Calhoun county he has erected and
been connected with many of our
modern structures, including both
commercial buildings as well as
residential. "Woodie", as he is fafiliarly known to those closest to
him, is rated as an A-1 mechanic
in wood work and construction,
and it is said he is making a fine
piece of structural art at the State
Teachers College here in Jacksonville.

Opens 1939-40 School Year Here
✓

Faculty Covered
Much Territory
On Vacation
Faculty members
returned to
their duties at the college Monday,
after four weeks of vacation. During that time, many of them covered quite a bit of territory in this
country and Canada.
A partial list of names and where
they spent their vacations follows:
Dr. and Mrs. Daugette, Daytona
Beach, Florida; Dr. and Mrs. Allison, Tennessee and New York; Mr.

Dr. Wood Reports
Study At Peabody
Dr. C. R. Wood, college dean, returned from Pec\body College,
where he spent six weeks, serving
as chairman of the Teacher Training Seminar, in session there. Thi 3
was the third consecutive year he
has received this honor.
He reported that the Seminar
made a study of rural teachers in
the South, the results of which, Dr.
Wood pointed out, will affect every phase of education in the states

and Louisiana.
The study was made from the
three following angles:
1. Social economic and cultural
conditions in the South, including
possibilities of a better South to ·
be r ealized.
2. Necessary curricula changes in
rural schools, if the possibilities of
a better South are to be realized.
3. The training that rural teach•
ers must have, if they are to put
over a program which will realize better rural conditions.
Mrs. Wood, college li_brarian, accompanied Dr. Wood to Peabody

Entering its fifty-seventh year,
Jacksonville State Teachers College began with an enrollment increase of apj)roximately ten per
cent over that at the beginning of
the Fall Quarter last year. Mr. A.
C. Shelton, registrar, stated that
he expected an even larger attendance by the end of the Quarter.
The college is better prepared,
than ever before, to take care of a
growing student body. With the
new apartment dormitory, which
will accomodate sixty-two persons
and a matron, and the addition to
Daugette Hall, students may live
comfortably in close proximity to
the administration
bu_ilding, the
library and the physical education
building.
Mrs. Sadie Baswell, matron of
the apartment dormitory, stated
that that building is already filled
to capacity.
Anticipating an increased enrollment, the administration has speeded the completion of the library
and physical education building,
both of which will be ready for use
by October 1st. The removal of
the library and physical education
departments from Graves Hall will
allow the vacated rooms to be utilhed for classrooms and offices.
In many other respects, Jacksonville is emerging into a larger and
more capable institution. This Fall
marked the introduction of a modern system of financing, in which
the student pays tuition according
to the number of hours he takes,
rather than the flat rate formerly
charged.
According to a recent ruling of
the State Board of Education, no
more two-year certificates will be
awarded after September, 1941.
This change will give a more unified curriculum for the third and
fourth years, and bids fair to increase the number of
degrees
awarded by the State Teachers College, and will result in a better
trained teaching personnel for the
State in the future.

Mr. Hendrix In New
York For Week
Professor Lance J. Hendrix, head
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Ap- a;1d as a conv~nience to students.
plication blanks may be had at the
Mr. Farrell is an adept in wood
dean's office.
work, having been supervisor, and
Jacksonville's air school is one of in many instances designer, of
,ix now being established in .the some of the most outstanding buildta~- The students here will now ings in this and adjoining counties.
~ able to get training in one of In Anniston and throughout Calthe most advanced fields of science, houn county he has erected and
that of aviation, which heretofore been connected with many of our
haS been off~red only in the la_rg- modern ~tructu~e~, including both
Faculty members
returned to
est universities and more special- commercial bmldmgs as well as their
duties at the college Monday,
ized schools.
•
residential. "Woodie", as he is fa.
The Civil Aeronautics Authority, filiarly known to those closest to after four weeks of vacation. During that time, many of them cover,tbich approved the application of him, is rated as an A-1 mechanic
ed quite a bit of territory in this
tbe Jacksonville Unit, is a bureau in wood work and construction, country and Canada.
of the government endowed with and it is said he is making a fine
A partial list of names and where
;funds to establish training units in piece of structural art at the State
they spent their vacations follows:
the colleges and universities of the Teachers College here in JacksonDr. and Mrs. Daugette, Daytona
United States, for the advancement ville.
Beach, Florida; Dr. and Mrs. Alliof aeronautical engineerihg and
son, Tennessee and New York; Mr.
a-vtation in general It will enand Mrs. Arnold, Kentucky; Dr.
able many who are interested in
and Mrs. Austin, South Alabama;
aviation, who have never had the
Miss Bush, Western United States;
c,pportunity, to ~et ~ thor?ugh and
Dr. and Mrs. Calvert, North Carodetailed instruction m flymg. The
The first formal assembly was lina; Dr. and Mrs. Cayley, New
tmtructors are specially trained held Friday morning, the W ednes- York; Miss Curtiss, Ohio; Mr. and
men from the Army Air Corps, who day morning convocation being Mrs. Dawson, Mobile; Mr. Dillon,
bave had many years of flight ex- given over to a reception by Dr. Washington, New York and Canaperience, and the equipment will Daugette and members, of the fac- da; Dr. and Mrs. Garren, Minn.,
be the most modern attainable by ulty.
and North Carolina; Mr. Gary,
the government.
Dr. Daugette announced that the South Alabama, and New Orleans;
apartment dormitory was nearing Dr. and Mrs. Humphreys, Kentucky
completion and would be ready for and Florida; Mrs. Love, Nashville,
occupancy in a few
days. The Tenn.; Mrs. Mcclendon, New York;
equipment is being installed, side- Miss Mitchell, Sherman, Texas; Dr.
walks laid around the buildings and Mrs. Mock, North Carolina;
and the grounds put in shape. Stu- Miss Olsen, Mississippi; Mrs. Posey,
Miss Daisy Parton, supervisor of dents who are to live in this dor- Florida; Miss Rees, South Carolina;
elementary education in Alabama, mitory have been taken care of in Mr. and Mrs. Self, Florida; Mr. and
Mrs. Julian Stephenson, Kentucky
and Mr. E. G. McGehee, supervi- Weatherly Hall.
Miss Elizabeth Roberts, of An- and New York; Dr. Weishaupt,
eor of negro education, were at the
Arkansas;
oollege Friday, conferring with Dr. niston, was guest soloist for the oc- Ohio; Miss Wright,
casion, and sang, "The Rosary," Miss Parkman, New York;
Miss
Paugette and Dr. Wood.
Both are from the State Depart- and "The Last Rose of Summer". Allen, South Alabama; Mrs. Sament of Education in Montgomery. She was accompanied by Miss Ada uels, Florida; Mr. Crow, SpartanCurtiss.
burg, S. C.; Miss Louise Bullock,
Immediately after assembly the Paris, Tenn ..
girls and boys separated for studMr. Stevenson did graduate work
ent conferences. Round-table dis- at the University of Alabama; Mr.
cussion ensued on the proper care Bush and Mr. Ingram continued
o NYA projects, employing 64 of the buildings, and grounds. The their graduate work at Auburn;
and girls, were in operation students expressed their determ- Dr. and Mrs. Wood were at Peavacation, with the exception ination to exercise more thought- body.
~one week.
fulness in this phase of their colMiss Sarah Jordan took her va~ of the students were en. _ in renovating the buildings lege life, and to make less noise in cation before school closed, ·and
visited in Washington, D. C.
in J)nparation for the fall opening. the halls.

urged to do so immediately.

Faculty Covered
Much Territory
On Vacation

First Assembly
Held Friday

Department of Education Representative
Here Friday

Dr. Wood Reports
Study At Peabody
Dr. C. R. Wood, college dean, returned from Pea_body College,
where he spent six Wf'eks, serving
as chairman of the Teacher Training Seminar, in session there. This
was the third consecutive year he
has received this honor.
He reported that the Seminar
made a study of rural teachers in
the South, the results of which, Dr.
Wood pointed out, will affect every phase of education in the states
represented at the Seminar, including, Nebraska, Kansas, Kentucky,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Virginia

ra er tlian Uie flat rate former1y·- - - ~ - - - - charged.
According to a recent ruling of
the State Board of Education, no
more two-year certificates will be
awarded after September, 1941.
This change will give a more unified curriculum for the third and
fourth years, and bids fair to increase the number of
degrees
awarded by the State Teachers College, and will result in a better
trained teaching personnel for the
State in the future.

and Louisiana.
The study was made from the
three following angles:
1. Social economic and cultural
conditions in the South, including
possibilities of a better South to
be realized.
2. Necessary curricula changes in
rural schools, if the possibilities of
a better South are to be realized.
3. The training that rural teach•
ers must have, if they are to put
over a program which will realize better rural conditions.
Mrs. Wood, college li:trarian, accompanied Dr. Wood to Peabody
Professor Lance J. Hendrix, head
and took courses in library ~cience.
of the English Department, has
Dr. Wood also took special classes
been granted a week's leave of abin mathematics.
sence by Dr. Daugette, in order
that he might spend sometime in
Washington, and in New York.
Among the plays he expects to
see in New York, is "The Little
of the college, and began his dt1- Foxes," s_tarring Talullah Bankties as teacher of English, French head. . Miss Bankhead and Mr.
and Speech, in the High School Hendrix are both natives of Wallast week.
Iker county. He will also see a
Mr. Derdeyn received his bach- number of other outstanding plays
elor's degre~ at Carnegie Tech, ma- 'and_ "".ill visit the World's Fair.
joring in drama, and did his teach- While m New York, he will be the
ing certificate work there. Work guest of George Cornish, assistant
on his Master's degree was com- ed~tor of the New York Heraldpleted at the University of Pitts- Tribune.
burg.
-------He has directed the Little Theatre in Anniston for the past three
years, and has been associated with
theatre work in the New England
The report of the enrollment at
states. He has also specialized in the college for the 1938-39 session
speech, swimming, and fencing. which was given by Dr. Daugett~
While employed at the Pennsyl- at the graduating exercises was
vania State Museum Extension, a very gratifying, and will be of ingovernment department attached to terest to those who may not have
the Education Department, he col- heard it.
laborated in the writing of a boek,
Forty-five counties and seven
"Historic Costume", now used as states were represented at the cola text book at that institution, and lege; a total enrollment was 3 374·
he has done extensive research on of these 2,319 were college stud~nts:
the authenticity of costume.
A total of 138 degrees and 168 twoHis father, Joseph C. Derdeyn, year certificates were awarded.
is professor of music at Carnegie 842 were enrolled in the Summer
Tech, and is a cellist of note.
School.

Mr. Hendrix In New
York For Week

English Department Enlarged
Walter H. Derdeyn, of Pittsburg,
Pa., has been added to the faculty

New Teacher

Report of 1938-39
Session Gratifying

A Projects Active
· g Vacation

WALTER H. DERDEYN

It. JONES GIVES AN OUTLINE OF HIS SUMMER ACTIVITIES IN EUROPEAN COUNTRIES
. J. H. Jones, head of the
Department,
returned to
eollege with the opening of
I, after spending three months
pe with a group of students,
of whom were from Jacksonnse to a reque,t, he has
outline of the tnp, which
of interest to many.
ur was planned primarily
students of Jacksonville,
era of this district. Col·t was given to those who
and courses were offered
phy, History, 11ducation,
on of Music, Appreciaand French. Each DeHead prepared a sylla. e for a course of study
anged a written examinabe given at the conclusion

tour.

Each member of the party supplied himself with a map of the
countries visited and kept detailed
notes. The party traveled, for the
most part, by chartered bus, thus
making it possible to visit farms,
make frequent stops for views of
the countryside, and to go places
and see things that tlle usual tourist abroad does not experience.
Among the pleasures experienced
was a -visit to a typical farm in the
rich province of Normandy; tea
in the chateau of a large winegrowing estate in southern Franee,
where the processes of wine making
were observed; farm houses in
eastern France and Switzerland;
the Roquefort caves in southern
France where cheese is made;
glassware in Venice; wood-carving
at Interlaken, lace at Brussels, Gobelin tapestries at Paris and

poetry at Sevres. Natives in their
native costumes, and other scenes
peculiar to their localities, were
photographed.
The itinerary included:
New
York, Southhampton, Harve, Rouen, P a r i s, Chartres,
Orleans,
Blois, Chaumont, Amboise.,. Chenonceaux, Montrichard, (WIDI Cellar), Tours, Langeais Fontervault,
Ferrand, LePuy, Roquefort, Montpellier, Nimes, Pont Du Gard, Orange, Avigon, Aries, (olive groves
and vineyards) Marseille, Toulon,
Cannes, Nice, Monte Carlo, Menton,
San Remo, Genoa, Pisa,
Rome,
Siena, Florence, Venice, Verona,
Milan, Turino, (cross Alps) Grenoble, (glove factories), Aix-lesBains, Annecy, (tour of picturesque lake surrounded by mountains), Chamonix (Mont Blanc)
Geneva (Lake Leman, I..awanne,

Montreux, Mont Pelerin, Vevey,
Martigny, Brig, Furke, Pass (Rhone
Glacier)
Meiringen,
Interlaken
(Jungfrau), Throune, Munsingen,
Bern, Lucern, (Lake Lucern) Schwys, Zurich, (Fair), Schaffhausen,
(Falls of the Rhine), Donnaueschingen, source of Danube),
Titisee,
Nancy, Toul, Verdun, (Argonne
Forest), Reims, (Champagne Cellars), Chatteau-Thierry, Mau x,
(Marne River), Paris, St. Denis,
Compiegne, Arras, Ostend, (North
Sea), Bruges, Ghent, Brussels, Antwerp, Breda, Utrecht, Amsterdam,
The Hague Rotterdam, (North Sea),
London, Oxford, Warwick, Stratford, Kenliworth, London, Southampton.
With special permission of the
Minister of Education (in France),
the members visited and observed
classroom instruction in elementary

schools at Seaux and Suresnes.
They were permitted to ask questions, talk with the children, and
take pictures. Later an interview
was arranged with a teacher in one
of the elementary schools of Paris.
Visits were made to the University
of Paris and the University City
also.
Musical concerts were heard at
Vichy, Venice and Geneva; Faust,
Aida and Rigoletto were witnessed at the Opera of Paris. At
Munsingen, Switzerland, a program of native songs by a mixed
chorus in celebration of their national independence, and the Yale
University Glee Club at the University of Paris, were heard.
The leading art museums of the
Continent and in London were visited under the direction of a guide-

lecturer .
On July 41.h, members of the party were guests at a reception given
in the home of Ambassador Bullitt, where they met the Ambassador, his daughter, and other distinguished celebrities. On more
than one occasion they wero entertained in private homeo in
France and Switzerland. An unexpected pleasure was an interview
with Franz Joseph, Archduke of
Austria, who is heir to the Crown
of that country.
Dr. Jones observed that it is selfevident that, in such a method of
study, all information acquired
through interest and stimulated by
observation, is necessarily and permanently associated with the geography, history, education, appreciation of music and art, as well as
the language of the country u.ei:t.
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Curriculum News

The Teacola
Published every two weeks by the Student Body of the State
Teachers College, Jacksonville, Alabama

------- The committee on "Democracy in
Entered as second-class matter March 30, 1934, at the Postoffice at Education" presented its revived
Jacksonvill'w Ala., under the Act of March 3 1879.
r eport to the faculty for their approval Friday morning. This reSubscription Rate, $1.00 Per Year
port will be sent to Montgomery
and p ubiished as a chap ter in the
R•Plill!SRNTl!D l'OA NATIONAL ADVERTISING 8\'
Te~.chcrs Colleges of Alabama bulNational Advertising Service, Inc.
letin, which is a publication on curCol/111 Puhlishws ReJ>resentativ,
ric ulum chan ges in the Teachers'
420 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK, N. Y.
CHICAGO .. BOSTON • LOS ANGELU • SAN FRANCISCO,.
Cclleg2s.
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Tuesday, September 26, 1939

I

STAFF
-:A p ractical application of the inTed York tegrated program is in evidence at
Editor-in-Chief
........ ................. ..................... John Harbour the L abor atory School.
Assistant Editor .
Dr. R. P.
Helen Barnes Wilson Fel;;:ir c.nd Dr . Snmuel Thompson
Assistant Editor .............. ..... ...
Constance Mock are cooperating with Mr. Landers,
Co-Society Editor ................. .
Co-Society Editor ............................... ..... ....... ......... .......... ... .... . Frances Ingram and the supervisor s, to make it possible for student teachers to meet
Editor's Note:-The entire personnel of the Teacola staff has not their college classes at the. Laboratory School. Such courses emphabeen named. The complete staff will be published in the next issue.
size the connection between learning subj ect matter and .Presenting
it to the elementary grades on a
level within their knowledge.

EDITORIALS

Keep America American
The week of October 8th has been designated American Re-discovery
Weck by the American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual Freedom in a special Proclamation, which has received the endorsement
many prominent public officials, churchmen and educators-including
Governor M. Clifford Townsend of Indiana, Governor R. T. Jones of
Arizona, Governor Ralph L. Carr of Colorado, the Rev. Dr. Samuel
McCrea Cavert, executive secretary of the Federal Council of Churches
You have all seen the student
of Christ in America, Miss Kathryn McHale, executive director of the who wanders around with a dull
Am ~rican Association of University Women, Bishop Alexander Mann 1 gleam in his eyes. He takes everyof Pittsburgh, President George Willard Fr2sier of the Colorado State one and everything for granted,
College of Education, Dean Christian Gauss of Princeton University, and goes to classes mechanically, and
hundreds of others.
eternally wears a listless-thanAfter pointing out that our traditional rights "are once again being thou. expression.
·
He goes into the
challenged by powerful foes of equality and liberty, both at home and
"
th
h
library
with
the countenance of a
a b r oa d ,
roug attempts to curb freedom of speech and suffrage,
through false racial theories, and through attempts to deny to the foreign martyr, props his elbows on the
born and alien the equal protection of the laws, the proclamation states : table, and prepares to fool some''Be it therefore proclaimed that the anniv€!rsary of the discovery of one with his open book. You know
America by Columbus and the week in which it falls be established as the type? Well, that isn't a fresha Week for the Rediscovery · of America and of those ri ghts which from m an.
the beginning of its history have made its name the symbol of liberty.
F r eshmen are those bright young
"Let this week be the occasion for celebrating and r eaffirming the things with shining eyes and exprinciples
· h b'tof American Democracy, in a solemn resolve to secure for all pectant faces. They are the ones
th e m
a 1 ants of these United States the n!icessary conditions for life
· ht s f or a 11, regardless of color, creed, political who h ave just experienced the sud1·tse lf ; 1·b
1 er t y an d equa1 rig
conviction, or national origin."
d en let-down from a high school
The American Committee for Democracy and Intellectual Freedom senior to a college freshman. But
is a committee of scientists and educators pledged to protect and ex - do we see them looking sad and
tend intellectual freedom, to strengthen our precious h eritage of Ameri- dej ected about it? No sir! Not a
can democracy, to combat propaganda for racial and religious discrim- bored expression do we see in the
ination or· intolerance, to help make our schools fortresses of democracy. lot of 'em.
It was organized on Lincoln's Birthday of this year , when it spon sor ed
The freshm an is that person who
twenty-five public meetings in metropolitan and college communities greets you with the brightest of
throughout the country.
We are profoundly glad that this move has been taken by l eading smiles every time you see him. He is
men in educational circles. In this d:iy of A. B. C.'s, C. B. A's and that person who walked up to Dr.
"isms," it is altogether proper that teachers begin to think of in tellectual Arnold with much dignity and infreedom and old fashioned American D emocracy . If such principles arc quired: "Are you Dr. Weishaupt?"
to live during a period when much of :::.c v, o. ld h .. s Lirn c.: L~ to r::.::iic~
She is that modest young lady
forms of government, then it is the duty of our leaders to do something who has heard that there are flirts
to keep America American.
in J acksonville, and who, after one
of the local preachers had been polite to her, asked haughtily, "Who
is that fresh thing?"
By MR. LEON McCLUER
She is the girl who believed that
Weatherly Hall r ats-real rats were
By WILEY HONEA
With the present unrest, instathe m ascots of (the freshmen and
bility, and disorder-international
actually f Pd tl-Jer:r"..
Characters
and
human
proble~
national, intersectional, local, group:
H e is that bright young man who
and personal-the world should ap_ have been the same in all ages.
sat in a 201 Education class, believ_
Methods
have
changed,
but
love,
pear more real and life seem more
ing himself to be in a 101 English
serious to you than for students hate, wickedness, sorrow, pain,
class, for two r ecitations, before
of the past decade. It would seem pleasure, and temptation will alhe realized that he had written the
that you, more than they, should ways be the same. The world is
wrong r oom number on his card.
stop to think a little, to evaluate just as barbarous today as it ever
A freshman it was who said: "I
procedures, to judge people and was. The only difference is the
h ave a class with Mr. McCluer. Is
manifestation.
Men
are
a
little
movements, to plan for life.
there any such thing?"
Vn11 l,":luO lolt h ,.... ._.. ,.. ;,...h ~-...J 1 .......
morP. rPfinprJ th:::in thPv ".,..,,~~

Portrait Of A
of Freshman

You Are A Freshman The Great War
Problem

"l l:701'"~

I__J_o_KE_s_ _l

Ye Olde Gossippe!

Temperance Lecturer
"And in conclusion, my dear fellow citizens, I will give you a practical demonstration of the evils of
s'"rc.1g drink. I have two glasses
here on the table: One is filled
with water, and the other with
whiskey. I will now place an angleworm in the glass of water; it
lives, squirms with the very spark
of life. Now, I will place a worm
in the glass of whiskey; s;ee, it
curls up, writhe3 in agony, and then
dies. Now, young man, what mar~
al do you get from this story?"
Duckhead Evans: "If you don't
want worms, drink whiskey."

Hello! Lo! How do you do? And all of these things... Weloome to
Jax, FRESHMEN ... And remember this WARNING: You are now subject
to the traditions of this school, and if these standards are broken by you,
be ye sure your sins will find you out. We report the truth and let the
chips fall where they may. Ask BUD RICHARDSON ...
The current crop of freshmen girls are Iove}y to look at. We hope
that they will be delightful to know ... Have youse guys been paying any
attention to the little PULLEN girl? She is MAURENE'S sister, you
know ... The "Put and Take Lodge" has been organized at Forney, and
the grapevine has it that a new comes, namely, DUCKHEAD EV ANS, has
been selected as president. Don't get "large headed," DUCK. Your new
position may COST you dearly . ... We give you this for what it is worth,
be it little or much: POP and AARON were at church last Sunday.
Why the sudden reform, boys?... It is nice to see such old timers as
JONES and COLVIN back on the campus. We welcome all of the
"formers" ... COWART and SANDLIN back, after an extended separation,
have that old spirit again .. . Frances MOON, Mountain Ave. deb, and L.
SIBERT are gettillg "that way" about each other... What is HARBOUR
going to do without OWEN? We just wondered, that's all ... TYE
ROBINSON was back on the campus Sunday evening. Welcome TYE and
congratulations Mr. SANDERS . .. WOODROW THRASH has turned over
a new leaf, so he says.... DR. CALVERT has started a "dim your lights"
campaign. Ask him about it... We also pay a lot of respect to this
statement by DR. CALYERT: "The greatest need in educational fields
today is to teach students to distinguish between horses and carts." ....
Well, such is life, Doctor... Listen, if any person, great or small, has
any talcs to tell, see us. That is our business. We see nothing, but
tc!! all.

Mary Grows Up
Mary had a little lamb;
Its fleece was white as snow,
And everywhere that Mary went,
That lamb was· sure to go.
Mary met a black sheep,
Whose thoughts were black as sin,
Now every time the white lamb
calls
Mary's never in.

1

Shipp: "Say, how did you make
out in that pie-eating contest?"
McCracken: "Oh, I came in sickGrand Finale: When the end has ended, the lastest lasted, the all
oiled, we are ready. to begin.
ened."
P. S. Grande Finale: There is no freshman, dumb or smart, but
that should learn sometime during the year when it is proper to say
Broadminded
"nary" and when it is correct to say "airy."
She knows her etching,
She knows her onions,
If a man is wealthy
made up my mind to give the colShe ignores his bunions.
lege ·a try, to let the school spirit
that peop½e are always
talking
Cox: "I hear your boy friend
about see if it couldn't reach me.·
was a flop as a deep-sea diver."
Well, before long I was crazy about
Freshmen, dry those tears, put the place, and I promised myself
Yeates: "Yes, he couldn't stay on
away those long faces, and try that for the next few years I should
the bottom."
Cox: "Afraid, eh?"
wearing a smile in place of the attempt to make other lonesome
Yeates: "No, he had gas on his frown!
freshmen feel at home.
I know how it feels suddenly to
stomach."
Jacksonville is just like any othfind yourself in new surroundings er college in that, for the first day
When a girl sneezes, it's a sign with no old friends to greet you or two, everybody is too busy with
she's catching cold.
When
she and to make you feel at home. I his own affairs to hunt up a new
yawns, it's a sign she's growing understand why you feel lonesome student and to show him the nicer
cold.
·
and blue, think that you are insig- side of school life. But before long
nificant and only a lowly "rat" af- the excitement of the orientation
Baker: "Ralph's the kind of fel- ter coming straight from
your program and the first classes wears
low who lets everything go to his high school where you were the off, and the upperclassmen start
head."
whole cheese. The upperclassmen looking around at the new crop of
But "rats." Then is your time to step
Hudson: "Hmm, no wonder he is look terrible, don't they?
don't let those remarks, about put- out, make them see and like you.
always scratching it."
ting the "greenies" in their places This campus has the reputation of
He: "Ten thousand women saw and teaching them to walk the nar- being the friendliest in the state,
row line, send you home to cry_ to and if you really want it, the spirit
my etching yesterday, Toots."
She: "My gosh, do you live in a your parents that you wish such a of the old place will creep into
museum?"
thing as college had never existed. your bones, and before long, you ·
He: "Nope. I'm the tattooed man I'll let you in on a secret.
will be singing its praises from evin the circus."
During the first few days I was ery hilltop. And, as a parting re- 1
in Jacksonville, I didn't even un- mark, don't let those sophomores
Gregg: "A penny for
your pack my trunk! Honestly, that is worry you. Why, they think you
hough ts."
the truth. I knew that I was goare tops, and all they want is a
Hall: "Hey, I'm no slot machine." ing back home where I was appreciated, where I didn't have to dress little revenge for what some upper"Bud" R.: "My, but isn't Tant up in all sorts of garments and classman handed them last year.
headstrong?"
wear "rat" written across my face Bear what is coming with the ne,ar"Red" K.: "Yes, ain't it terrible. in big red letters. Why, I felt so est thing you can to a smile, and
I wonder where he gets that evil low that I was on the p·oint of tak- they will soon accept you, with
smelling hair tonic."
ing the next bus out of this town, open arms.
but
I didn't, and here is why. I
-An Upperclassman.
Sibert: "I hear that you and

An Open Letter
To Freshmen

Frances are married and happy."

"isms" it is altogether proper mat teacners oegm to thmk of intellectual , cu no,u---vv ion ,nQvU u ·~5 n n -;y U U Q , u --~- - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - -,,-,t..,in_ g_ "'thc-e- ,;-;,,g-·r_e_e_n"':i-e~s,"!"'_i,_n.....,t"!"h-e"!"ir- p~l,..a_c_e_s· 1--:T~h,..1"·"s_ c_a_m_p':".u':".s- _'h-:-a=-s'."""";t:,:h::e:-::r::e::
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n--;:o~ffreed~m and old fashioned American Democracy. If such principles are q uir ed: "Are you Dr. Weishaupt?"
·
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is
that
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young
lady
He:
"Ten
thousand
women
saw
and
teaching
them
to
walk
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e
nen
1es
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s
a e,
to live during a period when much of ~he v;o. ld h:.s brn::d to r ~::lical
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·ng
terday
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row
line,
send
you
home
to
cry.
to
and
if
you
really
want
it,
the
spirit
forms of government, then it is the duty of our leaders to do something who h as heard that there are flirts my e t ch
yes
,
·
She: "My gosh, do you live in a your parents that you wish such a of the old place will creep into
to keep America American.
in Jacksonville, and who, after one
thing as college had never existed. your bones, and before long, you
of the local preachers had been po- museum?"
He: "Nope. I'm the tattooed man I'll let you in on a secret.
will be singing its praises from evlite to her, asked haughtily, "Who
During the first few days I was ery hilltop. And, as a parting rein the circus."
is that fresh thing?"
In Jacksonville, I didn't even un- mark, don't let those sophomores
By MR. LEON McCLUER
She is the girl who believed that
Gregg:
"A
penny
for
your
pack my trunk! Honestly, that is worry you. Why, they think you
Weatherly Hall rats-real rats were
By WILEY HONEA
With the present unrest, instathe truth. I knew that I was go- are tops, and all they want is a
the mascots of &he freshmen and houghts."
bility, and disorder-international,
Hall: "Hey, I'm no slot machine.'' ing back home where I was appre- little revenge for what some upperCharacters and human problem; actually f Pd t!J.e1n .
national, intersectional, local, group,
ciated, where I didn't have to dress
.
He is that bright young man who
and personal-the world should . ap_ have been the same in all ages.
"Bud" R.: "My, but isn't T.int up in all sorts of garments and classman handed them last year.
sat in a 201 Education class, believ.
pear more real and life seem more Methods have changed, but love,
wear "rat" written across my face Bear what is coming with the near.
ing himself to be in a 101 English headstrong?"
serious to you than for students hate, wickedness, sorrow, pain,
"Red"
K.:
"Yes,
ain't
it
terrible.
in big red letters. Why, I felt so est thing you can to a smile, and
class, for two recitations, before
of the past decade. It would seem pleasure, and temptation will alhe realized that he had written the I wonder where he gets that evil low that I was on the point of tak- they will soon accept you, with
that you, more than they, should ways be the same. The world is wrong room number on his card. smelling hair tonic."
ing the next bus out of this town, open arms.
stop to think a little, to evaluate just as barbarous today as it ever
A freshman it was who said: "I
-An Upperclassman.
and but I didn't, and here is why. I
procedures, to judge people and was. The only difference is the have a class with Mr. McCluer. Is
Sibert: "I hear that you
movements, to plan for life.
manifestation. Men are a little
Frances are married and happy."
there any such thing?"
You have left home, job and lov ✓ more refined than they once were
Bates: "That's right. She's happy
We laugh at them sometimes, but
ed ones that you might come here but just as evil.
that just goes to show that they're and I'm married."
to better prepare yourself to live.
Much is being said about Gerthe "life of the party.'; And, to get
Life is here just as much as 0 ut many's attack upon Poland. We
Mrs. Wilson: "Oh, so the ocean
down to the real truth, what would
there. As you are in the school are horrified at the destruction,
the ·upperclassmen have to make reminds you of me. Because the
community this 'fall, you will be cruelty, suffering, injustice, and
them feel dignified if it were not color matches my eyes?"
in the larger community after you barbarism of Hitler. We wonder
Dr. Humphreys: "No, my dear,
for the freshmen?
have left school. If you hope to how, in these days of high civilibecause it's never quiet."
be a leader in your comrr.unity zation, any man could be so heartwhen you are fifty, begin by lead- less and prGldatory. Still, the hisTeacher: "Better think twice being in college; .if you hope som 61 tory of Europe shows us that nafore marrying that old millionaire."
day to be rich, b~gin by being fru- tions have been in almost constant
Co-Ed: "I am.
I'm thinking
gal of resources and time this fall; war ever since the beginning of
about his millions and about how / if you would be respected and ad- ~ecorded time.
old he is.''
mired later, begin by being admirThey are no worse now
than
able now; if you would have peo- were the Israelites in
raiding · In this perplexing and nerveScotchman: 'Remember, now,
pl'! care for you when you are old- Canaan, driving out the inhabitants, racking era of the world's his- darling, we're engaged!"
er, begin by knowing and being destroying their cities and taking tory, present day educators, school
Sweetie (dropping a hint): "But
interested in people while you are their flocks and herds, or the Per- officials, and even students, theil]--. don't you think I should have
f'/v.:Jori..
\.
in college.
sians o:r Babylonians in overrun- selves, are having a very difficult · something around my finger to help
\)OUGL.1::0AY L.AIO
SO WHAT?
ning Europe and Asia.
our
'\'1-\E
1'
11<sr
time in getting adjusted to the me remember?"
Study enough so that you will be
England did the same thing in changing social order. This being
6A%'. 6ALL. OIA~Ol(0
Scotchman: "That's an idea. Tie
A 1-\\ll\ORl::0 "fEARS
familiar with what is being dis- India and other parts of the world. the case, it is very well worth a string around it!"
Au0ATC009El¼T0~,1•t
cussed in class, and so that you will Shristians fled to America to es- while for us to get a thorough unN~.,-1'1-\I: l'lAYER~ ,;,,•
not be worried for fear you may be :ape persecution among themselves derstanding of the problems with
Tom W.: "I suppose your face
WORe 0EAROS. .
asked a question.
md then began immediately to which the school is concerned. turned all colors when your wife
, -l
Keep posted on what is going on ,hoot the natives and take their Looking at the aim of education caught you · kissing that blonde
about you and in the world at land ·away from them.
from an .(i.ristotelian conception, freshman?"
large.
All is but an expression of cruel- we find that the school's ultimate
Scott: "Yes, it looked like a map
Use the library and become fa- ty and love of money - the most objective is the good life, o; in the of Europe."
miliar with the various types of wicked and selfish thing in the religious phrase, the eternal life.
material which it furnishes.
world.
On the other hand, however, if we
Mrs. Small: "That's a funny lookBe punctual in meeting .ill enview the work of some of our once ing hair on your coat.''
gagements; be prompt in bringing
proud and great universities, we
Mr. Small: "Now don't get exup all work; be neat in appearance
see that they have be~n prostituted cited. That's a horse hair."
and in workmanship; _be self-dein the service of brigades of barMrs. Small: "I know; that's what's
pendent; be cooperative and helpfunny."
barism, by force and fear.
Jatter Up!-One of the features
ful.
It is between these two situaof men's sports clothes\ this seaJoin, attend meetings of; and take
tions that the school must now
son is their all-'round usefulness.
an active part in the Y .M. C. A:
draw the line.
Dr. Edward A.
The new coat-polos, for example,
and the Y. W. C. A.; associate your_
Fitzpatrick, in his commencement
are serviceable for lounging beself with one of the local church
address af Loyola said that "the
fore and after the baseball game ,
organizations; become a member of
Miss Jeanette Barnes, daughter, state itself is a means; it is not an
:....and for any other sport you 1
one or two other campus organiza- of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Barnes, of end. It is just a piece of social mamight mention. The above inset ; \
tions. . Do not spread out too wide- · Muscadine, · Cleburne County, is chinery. Those who administer it
shows one of the popular 1939
Dr. Kenneth Garren, of the dely and do not become a member of registered at the college as a fresh- are servants-your servants and partment of science, received a let-.
coat-polo models , .. comfortable
.
.
.
.
any organization unless you intend man.
.enough for active sports, and in golf_ fashions this seaso~. Knitmine." He further states that the ter the past week from the Departto take an active part in its actiJeanette attracted state-wide at- university must teach that philoso- ment of Agriculture in Washington,
smart enough for cocktails at the ted shirts are on the_ rise m p~pvities.
tention last year by an article phy, though the, heavens fall. In the D. C., of which he was formerly
club after the game.
ularity for both active and m• • •
active sports. The current styles
Get acquainted. Try as early as which appeared in the Birming- light of his opinion, it behooves an employee, seeking information
White Tux for Summer-The are attractive . . sprightly depossible to see that you know each ham News.
the school to remain independ- about mimosa trees in Alabama.
summer of '39 has brought many signs; stripes in high colors. Then,
faculty member; learn your classThe News described her trip to ent in thought and in action
The mimosa tree has _been prac:interesting developments in men's too, they are roomy, and agreemates; get acquainted with all oth- and from school each day; a dis: as it endeavors to save civilization tically destroyed in the Piedmont
apparel
. not the least · is the ably yielding to the body. ·
ers on the campus. Do not just tance of approximately sixty-two from complete collapse.
region of North and Soutb Caroincreased
popularity of light
* • •
get the name but form a cordial miles. She waiked three miles,
Human living, therefore, must be lina by a wilt, which · -has been
shades in summer dinner jackets. What's New in Shirt Designs?...a. .
and friendly relationship with each rowed a boat across the river, and stressed rather than faster trains, found in trees from Washington,
If this season is any criterion, the We put that question to a leading :
continued her journey on two automobiles, and airplanes.
1
D. C., to the Gulf of Mexico. The
persof!-,
white tuxedo jacket made of men's wear retailer last week. For
buses, before reaching her destinDr.
Leon
Marshall,
chairman
of
letter
stated
that
there
were
reCrown Tested spun rayon seems answer, he showed us his latest
Stay stretched. When you read
ation at the Cleburne County High the American University depart- sistant trees in Alabama and that
to be here to stay. It's very muah arrivals.
. It was an eyeful.
a good book, hear an inspiring ad- School.
ment of social science, gives · his the department wished
to have
i.n vogue ... and with good rea- The new shirts feature the usual
dress, enjoy stimulating music,
The determination
which she opinion as follows:
seeds from these trees from the vasons. It's just the thing for Aug- fall trend toward conservatism:
attend an interesting class, or enj7Jy demonstrated to secure a high
"The basic purpose of general rious localities.
ust dances. These jackets also are plain shades and whites. But
selling in light , tan and grey stripes also are holding their own;
an instructive discussion;
stay school education is still evident in education is to shape effective perDr. Garren would like for perher pursuance of a college career. sonalities who will live dynamically sons having mimosa trees which
shades. .
and green is still far from a back
stretched,
She lives at the home of Dr. and in our evolving social order. This
• • •
number. In the way of fall sports
have
been
affected
by
the
wilt
to
P . S. WRITE THAT LETTER Mrs. C. E. Cayley, who live about
On the Golf Course-The preva- shirts, plald flannels are coming
can be done if the student, the col- notify him, and he would like to
HOME! Make it interesting, inform- two miles from the college, and lege, and the high school cooperlence of knitted shirts on the golf to the front and will be seen in
have seeds from resistant trees, to
walks to classes.
course was a ,matter of comment your OWi!, men's stores.
I
ate in the task.
ative, and cheerful.
send to the Department.
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SOCIETY

Literary Societies Elect Officers
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Daugette Hall News Dr. and Mrs. Daugette Freshman Party
Hosts at Dinner
Of vital interest to the
The Jacksonville League attended the regular monthly group union meeting which was held at
Ohatchee, Alabama, on Monday
night, September 18. A splendid
program, recreation, and refreshments were enjoyed by fifteen
members of the Jacksonville League.

***

Miss Bernice Drake was the
guest of her parents in Fort McClellan last week-end.

***

Misses Mercedes Freeman and
Gerry Raigen spent the past weekend in Gadsden, Alabama.

**

* Poole spent the
Miss Maurice
past week-end with her parents in
Ohatchee.

Celebrating the joint birthday of
their sons, Rankin and Clarence,
Jr., Dr. and Mrs. C. W. Daugette
gave a dinner September 16, at
their home, "The Magholias."
The beautifully appointed table
was centered with a large birthday cake and the room was lighted
by candles, in silver candelabra.
The house was attractively decorated with garden flowers.
A four-course dinner was served
to Dr. and Mrs. Daugette, Dr. and
Mrs. Calvert, Mr. and Mrs. Rutledge
Daugette, Mrs. Sarah McDonald,
Miss Ruth Parkman, Rankin and
C. W. Daugette, Jr.

Mrs. C. W. Daugette and Mrs.
Sarah McDonald went to MontgomA meeting was held at Daugette ery September 4, to attend a U. D.
Hall Thursday night for the pur- C. Conference.
pose of electing house officers for
Misses Sara Jordan and Polly
the coming year; Mrs. Pitts acting
as chairman. The following offic- Allen spent the evening, September
19, at the Daugette cottage at Borers were elected:
Varona Newton -House Presi- den Springs.
dent.
Mrs. E. F. Gough of Waxahachie,
Katherine McClendon-Secretary
Texas, is visiting her daughter,
and Treasurer.
Mrs. C. E. Cayley and Dr. Cayley.
Willie Landers-Reporter.

***

***

***

***

Misses Ruth Sandlin, Mildred
Latimer, Carolyn Coggins, Sara
Dickey, and Sallie Kate Wester, all
of Daugette Hall, were among those
attending the Jacksonville Group
Meeting at Ohatchee Monday night.
Monday night.

***

Miss Luttrell and her father,
formerly of Anniston, have taken
an apartment in the house with
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Self, on North
Pelham Road.

***

Mrs. C. W. Daugette, Dr. and
Mrs. W. J. Calvert Jr., Mr. and
Mrs. Rutledge Daugette,
Miss
Maude Luttrell, Mr. and Mrs. Julian
Stephenson, Mrs. Reuben Self, and
Mrs. L.F. Ingram were among those
who heard Mrs. Roosevelt's address
As part of the Freshman orien- in Gadsden, September 13th.
tation program, the Baptist church
opened its doors on Wednesday
Dr. and Mrs. Frank McLean have
night to receive
graciously the moved recently to the Wood Cotmany guests. Speeches of welcome tage at 408 Spring Street.
were made by the pastor, Dr. H.
Ross Arnold, the Sunday School
Miss Ethel Mitchell spent her vaSuperintendent, Mr. P. J. Arnold, cation at Sherman, Texas, visitand Ruth Drake, President of the ing her sister, Mrs. Kate Jones, who
B. S. U. Miss Drake also intro- returned with her to Jacksonville
duced the -officers of the B. S. U. for a few days.
Council. A violin solo was played
by Lemuel Glazner, accompanied
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Garren are
by Miss Eloise Stevenson. A penny at home at 410 Spring Street.
game and tricky introductions succeeded in getting everyone well acDr. Charles E. Cayley is steadily
quainted, before all the guests ad- improving after an illness that prejourned to the basement for punch, vented his meeting classes the first
served by the W. M. U. The eve- week of the quarter.
ning was enjoyed by all present.

Baptist Reception
Held Recently

***

***

***

***
***

YMCA and YWCA
Give Reception

Mr. Charles Gary spent a part of
antique
his vacation exploring
shops in New Orleans.

***
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Morgan Meeting

The Morgan Literary Society met
lonely, Tuesday evening, 6:30 o'clock, in
lost freshmen was the annual Weatherly Hall.
This informal
Freshman Party, held
Monday "get together" was the initial meetnight, Sept. 11, in Bibb Graves. ing of the Morgans for the current
Here the freshmen found themsel- quarter, and, as many . freshmen
ves surrounded by an air of in- were present, special stress was
formality and friendliness. At the laid on the advantages of being a
door each guest, frosh or upper Morgan.
classman, was presented with an
The main part of the program
identification card.
Once inside, consisted of a mock trial, with the
the freshmen took the spotlight, Morgan boys of Forney Hall actwhile they played the unique "get- ing as court-room characters. Miss
acquainted" games and took part Shinola (Excell to you) played the
in the relays. The freshmen girls, part of the much abused washer
much to everyone's surprise, car- woman; whereas, Woodrow Thrash
ried off the prize in the pillow re- offered a striking example of what
lay, but the frosh boys displayed the best defendants are pleading
their ability in the Peanut Relay; this season. Etoyle Freeman did an
a couple of sophomores were down- excellent job as an attorney of
ed by a freshman in the "going to criminal law. Red Kemp acted as
Jerusalem" game. Dancing occu-, judge.
·
pied the latter part of the evening.
Officers were elected to serve for
Many laughs, much fun, and many the fall quarter. Heading the boy's
new friends constituted an interest- division is James "Red" Kemp, sening evening for all present. Ice- ior from Douglas, Alabama. It can
cream was served to the guests be- truly be said that "Red" is one of
fore the party ended. Ralph Wil- the most popular, as well as most
Iiams very ably acted as Master capable, boys on the campus. He
of Ceremonies and conducted the is past president of the Morgans,
group singing at the beginning of and has also headed just about evthe event; Mrs. Calvert had charge ery student organization in this
of this party, which will be remem- school. The Morgans are to be
bered, especially by freshmen, as commended for making such a wise
a big success.
choice.
Ted York, of Valley Head, AlaBATES LAMINACK MARRIAGE bama, is to serve as vice president.
OF INTEREST
Acting
as
secretary-treasurer
The announcement of . the mar- will be Lester Shipp, who claims
riage of Miss Frances Laminack Crossville, · Alabama, as his original
and Lewis Bates will be of inter- home. Lester is well liked by all
est to many of the college students. his fellow students, and he, too, has
The ceremony was performed in served as an official in many of
the student organizations.
July.
Mrs. Sadie Baswell was elected
Mr. Bates received his two-year
certificate in August, but returned over four other nominees to serve
to enter school this fall.
Mrs. as president of the Morgan girls.
Mrs. Baswell has had an abundance
Bates will attend school, also.
of experience in directing activities in organizations. She has also
taught school for a number of
years.
Edna Storey, pretty junior from
Henager, was selected to play the
Miss Elizabeth Roberts, noted role of vice-president. Miss Storey
singer and voice and piano teacher was a Morgan flower girl last year.
of the University of Alabama, was
Pretty little Miss Verona Newa special guest in assembly last Fri- ton, (Red Jones' girl friend) was
day. She rendered two
lovely chosen to be secretary-treasurer.
numbers, "The Rosary" and "The Miss Newton has made many
Last Rose of Summer." Both were friends since entering school here
enjoyed by all present. Miss Cur- a year ago.
tiss was the accompanist.
The Morgans will meet in Bibb
The granddaughter of Samuel Graves Hall next Tuesday evening,
Noble, Miss Roberts is a member 6:30 o'clock. Morg&n, Calhoun and
of a pioneer family of Anniston.
freshmen are invited to attend.

Noted Singer
Visits Here

Alabama Woman
Author of New Book

Wallace Morton
Y.M.C.A. President

An Alabama woman, Thomasine
Mr. J. F. Pence has returned to McGehee, (Mrs. E. G.) of Montgomof the Y. M. c. A. school after a two-weeks absence ery, has written a book, "Journey
Wallace Morton, a promising
Proud," which was recently pub- young Christian leader from Alexa_a,nizaiions n the I due to a major operation.
--,. ............ll,- -~'----··-1-....: ...

Calhoun Meeting
The Calhoun Literary Society
held its first meeting of the year
in the Auditorium of Bibb Graves
Hall Tuesday evening. There were
large numbers of visiting freshmen and Morgans to add to the
gayety that always surrounds the
first meeting of the old members
each year. For the benefit of the
visiting freshmen, there were several informal discussions held as
to the advantages of being a member of a literary society, then added reasons for being a Calhoun.
This discussion, however, was cut
short in favor of more pressing
business-electing officers.
James Lanier (Snooks) Corwart, Montgomery, was unanimously elected president of the men's
division to serve during the fall
quarter. Cowart is a true Calhoun
of the old school, as was proved
by his every action last spring,
before, during, and after the debate. His efforts "to forward the
Calhoun cause were untiring, and
he h as assured us that with even
a minimum amount of cooperation,
we will have a more successful
year this year.
Wallace Morton, a rising leader
from Jacksonvi'ile, was
selected
to serve as vice-president. Morton
has proved his ability in this and
many other prominent organizations.
Katherine McClendon, a gay
young sophomore from LaFayette,
was chosen to lead the women's div1s10n. Katherine tells us there is
much tradition behind her being
a Calhoun and that her every effort will be toward the advancement of our society.
Kathleen Smith, another gay
young sophomore, who h,ails from
Huntsville, was elected to serve as
viee-president of the womens' div1s10n. Kathleen is a very popular young woman and it is predicted that she will be an outstanding
leader before she finishes.
Fred Williams, a sophomore from
Talladega, was elected to serve as
secretary-treasurer for both divisions.
"Snooky" Cowart provided the
entertainment with his newly organized "swing band."
Several
special numbers were provided and
an enjoyable evening was had by
everyone.
All are cordially invited to attend the meeting next Tuesday
night. Watch the bulletin board
for announcement.

Presbyterians Give
Reception
The Presbyterian Church gave a
grand reception to the new students
Wednesday evening, the meeting
being held on Miss Alice Fitz's
lawn. Several games were played
and everyone had a very enjoyable
evening. Speeches were made by
Professor Lance Hendrix, Brother
C. E. Bondurant, Leo Traylor, and
Brother A. C. Summers, the pastor.
All students are urged to attend
church every Sunday. If there is
not a church of your denomination
in town, we inv·te you to meet with
us. The Christian Endeavor meets
every Sunday evening at 6:30.
-Reporter

Three Sets of Twins
On Campus
Three sets of twins registered
when school opened and have had
students and teachers thinking they
were seeing double on numerous
occasions. Unless professors manage to distinguish between them,
they may be in for some confusing moments, since four of them
are freshmen.
Their names are:
'Jamie and
Jennie Bolen, Huntsville, Ala.; Sara
and Hilda Bishop, Lincoln; Edward
and Edwin Davis, Sylacauga.

Yes, we have them now1 just

· Professional
Directory
Cmnnliments

as shown in Life Magazmethe new J a r m an "Cedar-

Cured" styles! It's an exclusive Jarman process to
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B. S. U.

Miss Drake also introduced the •officers of the B. S. U.
council. A violin solo was pla~ed
by Lemuel Glazner, accompamed
by Miss Eloise Stevenson. _A penny
game and tricky introduct10ns succeeded in getting everyone well acquainted, before all the guests adjourned to the basement for punch,
served by the W. M. U. The evening was enjoyed by all present.

***

***

***

Mr Charles Gary spent a part of
his ·vacation . exploring
antique
shops in New Orleans.

YMCA and YWCA
Give Reception

Alabama Woman
Author of New Book

* * -*
Pence has

The officers of the Y. M. C. A.
and Y.W. c. A. organizations on the
campus were hosts at an infor~al
reception on Tuesday evemng,
September 12, as a part of the
orientation program to welcome
tudents to Jacksonville.
Each
;uest was presented with a ca~d
which his name had been wnt~;n in order that he might meet
his classmates with more ease during the pleasant hour to , follow.
Headed by Ruth Sandlin and Ted
York, the receiving line, compo~ed of the remainder of the officers and the members of the coll~ge
faculty, greeted each student with
a few words of welcome. Following the greeting by the teachers,
the guests were invited to the
punch bowl, placed among manycolored flowers and potted plants,
and presided over by three sophomores dressed in evening clothes.
After an hour in which old classmates renewed acquaintances and
new ones found friep.dships, the
reception was ended. The entir,e
period was one of fun and laughter,
with a background of beauty supplied by the evening go~r_is w~rn
by the ladies in the receiving lme,
and by the musical selections played during the affair by Mrs. R. K.
Coffee.
•

Methodist Re__ception

mg er sis er, - rs. Kaxe ;:,ones, _no- ~ ~s-p-e~c-ia_l_g_u_e_s_t_i_n~as_s_e_m_b~l-y"""!"'
la-s~t-=F::-r-:i-- ,-to~nc :(•Redu;:ne;;";irl •f;i;;;d) .,; ;~
returned with her to Jacksonville day . She rendered two
lovely ·chosen to b e secretary-treasurer.
for a few days.
numbers, "The Rosary" and "The Miss Newton h as made m ;my
Last Rose of Summer ," Both were friends since entering school here
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth st
Garren are enjoyed by all present. Miss Cur- a year ago.
at home at 410 Spring
reet.
tiss was the accompanist.
The Morgans will meet in Bibb
The
granddaughter
of
Samuel
Graves
H all next Tuesday evening,
st
Dr. Charles E. Cayley isth eadily Noble, Miss Roberts is a member 6:30 o'clock. Morg:m, Calhoun and
improving after an illness at P_re- of a pioneer family of Anniston.
freshmen are invifud to attend.
,.vented his meeting classes the first
week of the quarter.

An Alabama woman, Thomasine
Mr. J. F.
returned to McGehee, (Mrs. E. G.) of Montgomschool after a two-weeks absence ery, has written a book, "Journey
due to a major operation.
Proud" which was recently published' by MacMillan and which is
receiving favorable press notices.
The scene of the story is Virginia,
and the time during the War BeMiss Lillian Mcclendon spent the tween the States.
week-end with her parents.
Miss Marie Vaughn, A. R. McElroy, and James Barber, all of Heflin, visited Louise Jones Sunday.
Miss Sara Lynn Ogletree spent
the week-end with her sister in AnMrs. Pitts ~et with the girls of
niston.
Miss Ellie Fay Gano went to her Daugette Hall Thursday evening,
and had the rules and regulations
home in Boaz for the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Landers and read.
Immediately afterward, the girls
son John, of Newell, visited their
elected their house officers, as foldaughter ·Glenda, Monday.
Miss Thelma Norton spent the lows: President, Verona Newton,
week-end at her home in Glencoe. Odenville; vice-president, KatherMary Ann Braughton spent . the ine McClendon, LaFayette; secreMyrtle
Parsons,
week-end at her home at Welling- tary-treasurer,
Bessemer; reporter, Willie Landers,
ton.
.
Miss Nannie Maude Calhoun vis- Highland Home.
Each upperclass student selected
ited her sisters, Vera and Minnie
a "Little Sister" from the freshmen
Esther, Monday afternoon.
Miss Lorraine Collier had as her group.

Weatherly Hall News

House Officers Elected At Daugette Hall

guest Sunday night her sister, Lois.
Mrs. Hamp Thoma~ spent the
week-end at her home in Geraldine.
PROGRESSIVE STUJ)Y CLUB

Mrs: C. C. Dillon was hostess on
last Thursday afternoon to a call
business meeting of the Progressive
Study club, at her nome on Ladiga Street.
Colorful fall flowers were used
decoratively in the living and dining rooms where the guests were
seated.
During the business session, over
which the new president, Mrs. Reuben Self presided, Mrs. H. V. Weaver was elected historian to succeed Mrs. E. 0. Norman, who is
moving to Kansas City; Mrs. C. T.
Harper was elected secretary to
succeed Mrs. Robert Gilbert.
During the social hour, the hostess served a tempting salad plate
with icP.d punch.

The students of the college were
welcomed to Jacksonville and to
the Jacksonville Methodist church
on Wednesday night; September 13,
at an informal reception given by
'\ the pastor, Dr. K. N. Matthews,
and his members, at the church.
After a few minutes in which
the guests were i n t r o d u c e d
to one
another, the company
was asked to sit down to hear a
few words of welcome from the
leaders in the Sunday School. After being greeted by Mr. Reuben
Self, Mrs. A. C. Shelton, Dr. Kenneth Garren, and Dr. C. R. Wood,
the students were invited into a
side room where a cheerful hour of
fun and entertainment was provided for them by the members of
the Women's Missionary Society.
All boys and girls were urged to
The Training School P.-T. A.
spend some part of each Sund~y
in worship at the church of their will meet at the City Hall next
Monday evening September 25 at
choice.
seven o'clock.
Mrs. F . L. Treadaway, president,
"Education makes a people easy
to lead, but difficult to drive; easy is very anxious that the full memto govern, but impossible to. en- bership be present at the meeting,
and urges every member to make
slave."
a special effort to attend.
-Lord Brougham

Training School
P.-T. A. Meeting
Monday At City Hall

Glee Club Organized
September 19, 1939.
The Glee Club of J . S. T. C. held
its first meeting Monday afternoon
in Bibb Graves Hall, under the
leadership of Miss Ada Curtiss. The
following officers were elected:
Martha Green, president; Sara
Dickey, secretary-'treasurer; ~nd
Mary Alice Mange, corresponding
secretary. The club will continue.
to meet on Monday and Wednesday afternoon at 4:30. All meetings will be held in Bibb Graves
Hall. Members of The Glee Club
are:
First sopranos: Louise Brown,
Jacksonville; Constance Browning,.
Millerville; Patricia Conville, Weogufka; Sara Dickey, Hazel Gr:en;
Clara Mae Lecroy, Maplesville;
Mary McClu·e r Jacksonville; Mary
Alice Mange, Anniston; Jean Tatum, LaFayette; Geraldine Towery,
Toney; Inez Wood, Jacksonville.
Second Soprano: Connie Blackwood, Blountsville; Martha Green,
Leesburg; Evelyn Gilliland, Boaz;
Verna Holley, Samson; Anna Dean
Kirk, Cordova; Virginia Ledbetter,
Anniston; Catherine R e d m o n d,
Five Points; Anna Tuck, Altoona;
Sally Kate Wester, Centre; Frances
Williams,
Newell;
Hester
Workman, Chavies.
Altos: Lois Camp, Five Points;
Jarrel Carpenter, Jacksonville; Edna Ruth Gilliland, Boaz;
Allene
Oliver, Joppa; Lilla Mae Prater,
Weogufka; Mary Frances Redmond,
Five Points.

Wallace Morton
Y.M.C.A. President

"Snooky" Cowar t provided the
entertainment with his newly organized ' "swing band." Several
special numbers were provided and
an enjoyable evening was h ad by
everyone.
All are cordially invited to attend the meetin g n ext Tuesday
night. _ Watch the bulletin board
for announcement.

Yes, we have ~hem now1 just

-Professional ·
Directory

as shown in Life Magazmethe new J a r m a n "CedarCured" styles! It's an exclusive Jarman process to
mellow fine calfskin. make
it wear better and give it
the lasting aroma of cedar!

Wallace Morton, a promising
young Christian leader from Alex- '
Compliments
andria, was elected president of
Drop by and inspect a paJr
today.
the Y. M. C. A. at the first meetDR. A. J. BEARD
ing of the organization this fall.
Dentist
Morton h as m ade rapid gains in the
eyes of his colleagues since he entered the State Teachers College
Compliments
in the fall of 1938, and the general
DR. F. M. LAWRENCE
concensus of opinion is that he will
Dentist
be able to fill capably the shoes of
the retir ing president, R. P. Steed. ;;;~.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,,
In an informal address to the club, _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ANNISTON
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Morton expressed the desire to see
the Christian spirit strengthened
and promoted . more vigorously
th an ev er dur ing th e coming year.
"It is th ~ tendency of many students to become lax in their religio us h ,.bits w h en they come to. college, 2r d I feel that it is the duty
of this organization to put forth
every effort to prevent the perpetuation of such a tendency," sa~
i !.!@Wm Mi4@!&h4MWMC
Morton.
·
Ralph Willia:.n s, a brilliant foo tb2ll-playing Senior, is the vicepresident. . As is the custom in this
or:;::miz2tion, the vice-president acts
as ch 2irm :m of the program comm ittee, and Williams has assured
us that h e will exert his every effo rt to provide a worthwhile and
interesting program for
every
meeting.
MONDAY-ONE DAY
Vibert Forbes, who was elected
to serve as secretary-treasurer for Meet the doubles of the gr e at Dictators, EXCITEMENT! THRILLS!
the current year, will not be able MYSTERY! ROMANCE! I NTRIGUE! EVERYTHING FOR PERFECT
to serve in that capacity during ENTERTAINMENT.
the fall quarter because of his
AKIM T AM ERIOFF in
scheduled work periods on the N.
Y. A. Project. John Harbour, Junior from Piedmont, has been selectWith LLOYD NOLAN-PATRICiA MORRIS ON-MARY BOLAND
ed to act as secretary-treasurer unFREE D I SHES TO THI:: LADI:.:S
til Forbes can assume his position.
In conjunction with his regular
TUESDAY-ONE DAY
duties, Harbour -will handle the
position of reporter for the organ- THRILLS ON THE HIG H SE A S! R OMANCE ON THE HIGH SEAS!
DEATH ON THE HIGH SEAS! Just the Right J?iet to Rem?ve those
ization.
cares and worries-Come a lon g on the greatest crmse of your hfe on the
The Y. M. C.' A. is the one organization on the Campus to which
every man can belong. The bene- ·
fits to be derived are self-evident Sta rring VICTOR McLAGLEN, CHESTER MORRIS with WENDY BARRIE, ALAN HALE
'
and we earnestly hope that the
group of men not already affiliatW EDNESDAY
ed with us will make arrangements
-BARGA IN DAY
,
BARGAIN DAYto do so in the near future.
ARE THEY BEAUTIF UL? ., WE 'LL SAY THEY ARE! BECAUSE They're

WAKEFIELD'S

Students, Let us fill your Prescriptions
-We DeliverCROW DRUG COMPANY
Phone 2931

"The Magnificient Fraud"

"Pacific Liner"

"Million Dollar Legs"
College Bus Ready
For Use This Winter

STARRING HOLLYWO O D'S P ERFECT GIRL WITH THE PERFECT
FIGURE, BETTY GRABLE

COMING THURSDAY-FRIDAY
THE PERFECT STAR T E AM OF "ALEXANDER'S RAGTIME BAND"
The King of the Screen-An d the Queen of Swing, Tyrone Powers Alice
The h andsome new college bus, Faye in
·

which was purchased this summer, is ready for college use.
Jt is a twenty-five passenger bus
and bears the name, "Jacksonville With the KING OF JAZZ SINGERS AL JOLSON
State Teachers College."

"Rose of W asi,ington Square"

'
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J.S.T.C. Wins Moral Victory Over M.T.T.C.
Scoring an early upset, the Jax Eagle-Owls tied Middle Tennessee
Te~1chers last Friday night by a score of 6-6. All pre-game dope pointed
toward a defeat for the locals, but Dillon's crew, playing what seemed
to be class A ball, completely dominated the powerful Tennessee team.
The game was played at Murfreesboro, Tennessee, the site of the Middle Tennessee Teacher's College.
Murfreesboro won the coin toss and chose to receive. Williams
kicked and Murfreesboro returned to their own thirty-five yard line.
There was an exchange of kicks.
Pope, kicking 20 yards, gained by
this exchange. On next play Green,
veteran "Murf" back, cut inside his
own tackle, then reversed his field
and ran seventy yards for a touchThe members of the football
down. The try for extra point was
squad met Thursday evening and
no good.
elected Estes Hudson , of HackleHudson Hurt
burg, Alabama, to serve as captain
Murfreesboro kicked to the Eagle- during the present football season.
Owls. Hudson received and re- Off the field, Estes is fondly called
turned the ball to his own thirty- "Hut"; on the gridiron, he is recogfive yard line, where he was com- nized as the original "old reliable."
pletely "snowed under" by a No other person, pe_rhaps, is better
swarm of tacklers. When the of- qualified to lead the team than
ficial had unpacked the mass of Hudson. He has had much experhuman forms, Hudson came up ience on the football field, and is a
with a crushed hand (X-rays later leader in campus activities, having
showed that .his little finger was
cracked in three or four places.)
The moral victory was somewhat
offsot by this injury-a loss that
will be felt very keenly by the
Owls. Hudson, however, is expected to be able to resume his pigskin career in two or three weeks.
Dogfight football was carried on by
the two teams until the half. Murfreesboro made one first down
during the first two frames; whereas, Jacksonville made three.
Middle Tennessee Teachers received the kick at the initial part
of the second half and returned the
b all to their own thirty-seven yard
line: The Tennessee eleven took
to the air during the rest of the
third quarter, but due to the fact
tha.t the whole Jax forward wall
was rushing, this method of offense failed.
Jacksonville
was
kicking on second and third downs.
Jacksonville Scores
In the middle of the third quarter, Bowen, Jacksonville,
broke
through and blocked a Murfreesboro punt, then covered the ball
ESTES HUDSON
himself on their thirty-nine yard
line. On the next play Small car- served as president of his class and
ried "ye olde apple" over the cen- other organizations. May all team
ter of the line, passed the line of moves be as wise as this one-then
scrimmage, then reversed his field we will win many games.
Bordering on the unusual is the
and scored. The try for extra
point failed. The score stood at six fact that two men, Williams and
Elmore, were selected to act as coall.
The ball game rocked back alternate captains. Williams is a
and forth throughout the entire tackle and Elmore plays end. Both
remaining part of the game, neither are outstanding members of the
side being able to accomplish ~ny- first team.
thing. Each team, filled with desperation, took to the air, but to no
avail. Jacksonville had the ball,
first down, ten to go, on their own

Assemblies Held At
College

OUR FOOTBALL TEAM

Final Score Reads Six All
In Hard Fought Battle

Two large assemblies were hel
at the college during vacation; th
Second District Baptist Women
and the 4-H Clubs of Calhoun an
Cleburne counties.
The Baptist group numbered 250
They were lodged in
Weatherly;
Hall, and held classes in Kilby Hall.
Many distinguished church leader
and missionaries were present.
The 4-H Club assembled som
400 boys and girls, although a
did not stay on the campus. Weath
erly and Forney Halls were used
with meals in the Weatherly Ha
dining room.

Hudson Elected
Gridiron Leader

Football Captain
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FFA Boys Win
Honors At Auburn
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Shown above is the starting line-up of the Jackson ville Eagle-C;wls. Reading from left to right, we find
in the line: R.E., Elmore; R.T., Bowen; R.G., C. Simpson; C.,B. Simpson; L.G., Wilson; L.T., Williams; L.E.,
Hill. And in the backfield: F.B., Pope; Q.B., Rulison; R.H., White; L.H., Small.

BACK YOUR TEAM
Football at Jacksonville is definitely on the
upgrade. Let's show the players and coaches
that we appreciate their untiring efforts to I
put our school on the football map. They have
worked hard in their efforts to build a winning team. We believe they have suceeded.
They need your support. Are they going to
get it? Go out and watch them practice, get
acquainted with them, and see every game
that you possibly can. It makes a fell ow feel
good to know that his friends are on the sidelines rooting for him.
Here's hoping that they have a very successful season. They can not do so without your
support.
Grid Prospects Bright
The arrival of a wealth of football talent has caused a great deal
of interest in the welfare of the
nineteen-thirty-nine edition of the
Eagle-Owl grid machine.
Coaches Dillon and Dawson seem
to be well pleased with the material which shows promise of developing into a classy and powerful team.
The backfield
combination of
Calvin, Hudson, Pope, and Richardson shows every indication of becoming one of the finest ever to
wear the harness of the purple and
white .
s a

form the the forward wall.
Reserve backfield talent, a quantity conspicuous by its absence in
other seasons, is plentiful this year.
Paul Small is a stocky half-back
.vho will see plenty of service if
dny of the regulars are inclined to
loaf. Tom White is a triple-threat
from last year's varsity who will be
seen in action many times this year.
Claude Blackwood and Tommie
George are a couple of small backs
who will have ample opportunity
to display their wares some fine
autumn ,i.fternoon.
Competition for the
starting
ber h in the line is very keen with

Football Coach

.AMERICAN'~;,
The
Football News
The AmericaJ Weekly SJJorts
. ·

.-· Newspaper

All Coliege ~arries
••• will be reported through
our columns , • , United
Press Service,

Direct From the Campus
.• •. • news and features of
every college • team , • ,
Special correspondents. ~ ·

Complete Statistics

1

. • • • including comparative
· schedules' and scores, Con•
ference standings, leading
scorers, etc.

Picturts and Cartoons
• • • will be used to make
this 32 page tabloid com•
plete.
BYRON F. BOYD, EDITOR
THE FOOTBALL NEWS
2361 Westridge ct.,
~-.
Ferndale, Detroit, Michigan.
Enclosed Is one dollar ($1.00) for
which please eend me The Football
~c~s !~~ 1~2- v.;:~e_~s, -- - ·

C. C. DILl,ON

Coach Dillon, head football tutor,
expects to win a great many of the
scheduled games, and states that
the squad is better than it has been
since he came here in 1937.

•.•••.•.......... •••••••·• •••• ••J••·
NAME

. ' •.•... 'ADDRESS .•

I ............ .

BECKERS
STYLE WITH ECONOMY

Ladie ' Ready-To-Wear Milliner

Hose

In the middle of tfie thiro quarter, Bowen, Jacksonville,
broke
through and blocked a Murfreesboro punt, then covered the ball
himself on their thirty-nine yard
line. On the next play Small carried "ye olde apple" over the center of the line, passed the line of
scrimmage, then reversed his field
and scored. The try for extra
point failed. The score stood at six
all.
The ball game rocked back
and forth throughout the entire
remaining part of the game, neither
side being able to accomplish anything. Each team, filled with desperation, took to the air, but to no
avail. Jacksonville had the ball,
first down, ten to go, on their own
forty yard line when the final gun
sounded.
Too much can't be said for the
superb game played by Pope and
Williams of the Eagle-Owls. Defensively, both were in on just about
every tackle made during the entire game. Small and Bowen also
played outstanding ball for the Jax
Owls.
Complete figures, such as first
downs, etc., were not obtainable.
Neither was the starting Murfreesboro line-up, however, we
can list those starting ·for Jack~onville. They are:
R.E., Elmore; R.T., Bowen; R.G.
C. Simpson; C. R. Simpson, L.G.,
Wilson; L.T., Williams; L.E., Hill;
. F.B., Pope; Q.B., Hudson; L.H.
White; R.H. Small.
The score by quarters was:
1 2 3 4
Murfreesboro .................... 6 0 0 0
Jacksonville ......... .. ........... 0 0 6 0

Intelligence of
Athletes
By EXCELL BAKER

Many people have the mistaken
idea that all athletes are intellectually inferior to people iia general.
Athletes are not different from
people in other walks of life. Some
of them are mental geniuses, while
others are practically morons. They
range everywhere on the scale between the two extremes.
Gene Tunney and William Harrison (Jack) Dempsey, two of the
greatest heavyweight champions
ever to wear the diadem of boxing
greats, ranked high intellectually.
Both of them are constantly before
the public today-ten or fifteen
years having elapsed since their
retirement from actual competition.
Both of them are possessed of great
material wealth.
They could not have continued to
fascinate and thrill the masses had
they not been endowed with good
mental facilities.
They ar11 not exceptions, but
many of our greatest fipters have
died in poverty. They made millions, foolishly squandered their
earnings, and became derelicts at
the mercy of !ociety. These are
ex~mple:;; of men who participated
in the sport governed by the Marquis of Queensbury rules. l\lien in

support.
ESTES HUDSON
served as president of his class and
other organizations. May all team
moves be as wise as this one-then
we will win many games.
Bordering on the unusual is the
fact that two men, Williams and
Elmore, were selected to act as coalternate captains. Williams is a
tackle and Elmore plays end. Both
are outstanding members of the
first team.

FFA Boys Win
Honors At Auburn
L. F. Ingram, director of vocational agriculture in the J!igh
School Department, and a group
of FFA members, attended the
state assembly at Auburn during
vacation.
Several honors were given the
Jacksonville boys. Robert Myrick
was awardi:d a FFA Degree, in
recognition of outstanding work in
this department. A quartette, composed of William, Charles and Ellis Boozer, and Arvil Johnson, contributed music on the
program.
Theirs was the only quartet in the
state invited to take part on the
program with all expenses paid.
Marion Bennett was presented a
prize of $6.00 for winning the quarter final Public Speaking contest.
Winton Wilson received a prize of
$12.50 for second place in the Essay Contest.
every field of athletics have had
careers similar to theirs.
George Herman Ruth, the Sultan
of swat, was the greatest baseball
player, who has participated in the
game originated by Abner Doubleday something like a century ago.
He received $80,000 for playing a
single season with the New York
Yankees. He hit more home runs
in a single season than any other
player has done. - He contributed
over six hundred circuit clouts
while playing with Boston and New
York. His accomplishments are
numerous and his fame is great.
Today he is an outcast from the
game he loved. His popularity and
tremendous drawing power helped
to tide baseball through a gloom
of suspicion, following the Blac;k
Sox scandal, and again during the
early years of the great depression.
He never had an opportunity to
continue in the game in a man3.gerial role. His low mentality
made it unadvisable for club owners to entrust him with the responsibility of guiding the destinies of
a major league club. His only
chance to advance in a role other
than that of a player came in 1936,
when he failed utterly as a coach
of the lowly Brooklynites.
He was the greatest play@!' of
them all, but was unfortunate in
not having the mentality necessary
to assume any permanent role in
directing the future of the game
that made him famous.

T .,..,.- ---,.:·n-c·1o·sea 1s m: amlll r-\~1-:-uu u
which please eend me The Football
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Grid Prospects Bright
The arrival of a wealth of football talent has caused a great deal
of interest in the welfare of the
nineteen-thirty-nine edition of the
Eagle-Owl grid machine.
Coaches Dillon 1and Dawson seem
to be well plea9ed with the material which shows promise of developing into a classy and powerful team.
The backfield
combination of
Calvin, Hudson, Pope, and Richardson shows every indication of becoming one of the finest ever to
wear the harness of the purple and
white.
Ed Calvin is a forward passer
par excellence, a consistent punter,
and a powerful line plunger. His
speed and elusiveness enable him
to make long jaunts into enemy
territory, once he is past the line
of scrimmage.
Pope, the Oxford flash, is a rugged, barr.el-bellied fullback of the
old school, who can ably take over
the punting and passing duties,
should Calvin need any help with
these chores. He is an aggressive,
rip-snorting line plunger who loves
to be in the middle of every play.
These two stalwarts are very
adept at backing up the line, and
will stun the ambitions of many
ball carriers who seek to stick their
heads through any hole that may
be made in the forward wall.
Richardson is a back of unknown
quality, but he has looked very
good in every scrimmage to date.
Class is written all over everything
he attempts to do with the bit of
inflated hog-hide.
Estes Hudson needs no recommendation or introduction to the
followers of the local gridders.
We wouldn't accuse him of being
a classy broken-field runner, but
he is destined to be the backbone
and steadying influence of a very
fine backfield combination. He is
the original "old reliable"; the important and necessary member of
this group of gridmen who is capable of bringing Jacksonville out
of the depths of the football wild-

form the the forward wall.
Reserve backfield talent, a quantity conspicuous by its absence in
other seasons, is plentiful this year.
Paul Small is a stocky half-back
.vho will see plenty of service if
dny of the regulars are inclined to
loaf. Tom White is a triple-threat
from last year's varsity who will be
seen in action many times this year.
Claude Blackwood and Tommie
George are a couple of small backs
who will have ample opportunity
to display their wares some fine
autumn afternoon.
Competition for the
starting
berths in the line is very keen with
two and three men trying for every posiiton.
Probable starters at the flanks
are Elmore and James Hill. Elmore is big and shifty.
He is a
good pass receiver, a bulwark of
strength of the defense, and an
excellent place-kicker.
Jim Hill is a rugged individual
who believes as did Darwin (or
was it Dawin) in the survival of
the fittest. Replacements for these
men in case of an emergency will
be Holt and Donald Worthy. Warthy can also play a mean tackle.
Big Ralph Williams and Red
Bowen hold the inside track in the
race for tackle honors, but competitian is being supplied in abundance by Orville Downs and "Tiny"
Meadows, the petite flash from Collinsville.
A merry battle is being waged
for guard duties, by a quartet of
bruisers that include Neal Royer,
Charles Simpson, Mead, and Wilson. Windsor, Treece, Red Davis,
and "Shorty" Brooks are other
guards of note. Davis will probably see additional service as a
wing-man.
Bud Simpson is the man to beat
out of the pivot position. He was
shiftey from tackle, and will be
very good when he learns
the
knack of snapping the ball.
Red Jones and John F. Waters
are a couple of centers who will
make Bud step to hold his job.
Jones is a graduate of last year's
erness. They can do that very
fresh eleven. Waters is a veteran
thing if they are given a bit of sup- of s. T. c. battles of years gone
port by the seven bruisers who by.

C. C. DIL;LON
Coach Dillon, head football tutor,
expects to win a great many of the
scheduled games, and states that
the squad is better than it has been
since he came here in 1937.
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BECKERS
STYLE WITH ECONOMY
Ladies' Ready-To-Wear, Millinery, Hose
Undies and Shoes
Anniston, Ala.

IT'S A FORWARD PASS •••
You can call the play yourself •••• when
you see the Varsity "catch " of the season
stepping up towards you and you're wearing
one of the interesting black frocks from
MANG EL' S famous week-end collection.

Football Schedule
Is Announced

technic Institute, at Rushton, La.,
(at night).
Oct. 7-South Georgia Teachers
at Statesboro, Ga.
Oct. 13-Marion Military InstiFour Games To Be Played In This
tute at Jacksonville.
Section
Oct. 20-Oglethorpe University
at Anniston, (at night).
The football schedule, as anOct. 27-Snead Junior College at
nounced by Coach C. C. Dillon, ap- Gadsden or Boaz.
pears below. Students will be particularly interested to know that
Nov. 3-Livingston State Teachfour games will be played in this ers College at Jacksonville.
Nov. !!-Troy State
Teachers
section; two in Jacksonville, one
in Anniston and another at either College at Troy (probably at night)
Gadsden or Boaz. •
Nov. 23-Hiwassee College at
September 22- Middle Tenn.
Teachers at Murfreesboro, Tenn., Madisonville, Tenn.
(at night).
Nov. 29-Southeastern Lou. ColSeptember 29-Louisiana Poly- lege at Hammond, La. (at night).

..................
-;- .....·.......•...
NAME

I

.l

After Saturday's game, something sophisticated, is all the go. Down at MANGEL'S,
the black dresses are decidedly streamline
in an exclusive dressmaker fashion. A flash
of color gives them new chic. They are cut
in a w_ay above the waist to accent the shorter
skirts. All this goes to make pretty legs even
prettier. Contrast yi.our uniform campus
clothes with MANGEL'S week-enders.
Priced to cope even with end-of-the-month
allowance remnants.

